Dr. Evil Returns with Neuroweapons

I am bringing this Breaking News from multi-part series military podcasts on weaponizing brain
science. The weaponizing brain science podcasts discuss the intersection of neuroscience and
national security.
Dr. James Giordano, Dr. Evil, the modern Dr. Joseph Mengele, returns with some alarming insights
into the weaponization of brain science. Dr. James Giordano has the credentials, power, and
influence to make these experiments a reality that will impact your life.
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How does Dr. Giordano define a neuro weapon? Let’s listen, in his own words:
Clip: 2:00-2:17
You define what you mean by the word neuro weapons you know the idea of using any instrument or
method as means of contending against others is a very formal definition of a weapon it did not be
something that is malevolent per se.

What does a neuro weapon do? Let us listen carefully to the words being said:
Clip 2:17-2:52
My operational definition what a weapon does is in some way alters that individuals' thoughts emotions
behaviors physical nature health in such a way that is going to be more amenable to the individual who
is yielding the weapon. So in other words, I'm changing an individual stance towards me in some way
and making them engage in a stance that's more aligned with what I want them to be and that that's a
formal definition of a weapon that comes right out of the Oxford English Dictionary.
As CV flooded the earth, disrupting the whole-of-society, powerful neuro weapons were deployed to
change our behavior into a global consciousness, yielding our individual sovereignty once the domain
of Almighty God into the global puppeteers, for exploitation and finally destruction.

What is the purpose of neuro weapons? Morbidity which is defined as making you sick as you will
soon discover with CV and mortality, killing you outright, either over a long period of time or
suddenly. It matters not. Let us listen, once again:
Clip 2:52-3:29
Clearly when we think of weapons, we think of things like bombs, tanks, planes, boats, soldiers, and
that's not incorrect. I mean I think the more colloquial use of a weapon represents some instrument
that's going to induce some kind of morbidity or mortality. When utilizing these bellicose constructs
that's certainly one of the ideas of weaponology. But weaponology, as we discussed last time, can also
include things that I do to my own forces, whether there's human resources, or whether the actual
forces themselves, to make them more efficient in their mission of national security, intelligence, and
defense, not only in terms of what I do to others in that sense.
Right now, the military and government are joining together, a yoking if you will, to harness your
neurological system. Your neurological system. Your nervous system is a complex network of nerves
and cells that carry messages to and from the brain and spinal cord to various parts of the body.
These neuro-weapons are removing you from protection of God. Hear the word of the Lord! But
now, O LORD, thou art our father; we are the clay, and thou our potter; and we all are the work of thy
hand. Isaiah 64:8.
As we listen let us think of the following biblical passage:
Be ye not unequally yoked together with unbelievers: for what fellowship hath righteousness with
unrighteousness? and what communion hath light with darkness? 2 Corinthians 6:14
Clip 03:31-3:52
If we put the neuro prefix to weapon, what we're really looking at is harnessing the neurological system
both peripherally and centrally, and its functions of thought emotions and behavior, so as to then yield
instruments, methods, techniques, tactics, and tools that can then be leveraged against others.
In the following, you can clearly hear that the military and government are gaming, purchasing your
emotions and conduct. An alarming thought indeed!
Clip-03:51-3:57
Gain some purchase over their thoughts emotions and conduct.

A neuro weapon is a weaponized tool to change your body and mind, molding it to fit the Satanic
globalist agenda. These neuro weapons are comprehensive:

Clip 3:57-4:13

A neural weapon is essentially any weaponized method or tool that acts through the nervous system or
at the nervous system, upon the nervous system to influence and change the attitudes, feelings,
thoughts, and behaviors of others.
Not only can neuro weapon impact your mind and body they are tools designed to exploit and extract
your most personal and intimate information, some of which is known only unto your Creator until it
is extracted from your mind or body. These weapons impact how you think and move.
Clip-4:51-4:57
Involved in different processes of cognition and motion, in various actions, and what their dispositions
might be and we can use those both as information.
The researchers and scientists who developed neuro weapons use interventions to hack into your life
such as false narratives, memes symbols, and icons that subvert your mind and body making them
hackable to psychological operations. Once again, we shall hear about a “yoking” between
biomedical life science and the physical sciences that result in a fall. Let us listen:

Clip 4:57-5:29
There are possible reconnaissance targets, if you will, to then affect those substrates those processes
and mechanisms, either indirectly through the use of narratives, meme symbols, iconographies,
psychological operations. Human Terrain teaming engagements or more directly now when we're
talking about things that are direct. Now we're talking about interventional things and given the fact
that the neurosciences are indeed a biomedical life science, that also can join the physical sciences.
Now what we're talking about, is those things that tend to fall.
Today neuro weapons and the data derived from such, have no national or international oversight. In
fact, they were designed to operate in the gray areas of current treaties forbidding Toxins and
Chemical Weapons.
Clip 5:29-5:52
Under the rubric of biological toxins and chemical weapons, broadly construed as drugs, microbes, and
bugs. Toxins devices and data, and it's those latter two devices and data, that are really becoming ever
more prominent as a consideration in the concern with regard to international oversight.
Neuro weapons are being employed kinetically, of or relating to the motion of material bodies and
the forces and energy associated therewith, and non-kinetic instruments, Which is a targeting used in
military doctrine to describe a military operational way, using (military) means to influence a target
(or addressee) in order to achieve designated political and/or military goals. The four factors italicized
are used to analyse non-kinetic targeting, complementing our knowledge and understanding of the
kinetic prevalence. Paradoxically, non-kinetic targeting is not recognized as a separate concept: kinetic
and non-kinetic are intertwined facets of targeting.
Clip 05:58-6:14

Science and neuro technologies are then leverageable and employable as weapons on a variety of
different fronts, not only being used kinetically, but increasingly being used as non-kinetic instruments
to affect disruptive effects rather than destructive effects per se.
Neuro weapons have become increasingly sophisticated and have gone operational, which means
they are being used, extensively.
Clip- 07:02-7:23
Neuro technological devices have gained in their sophistication the capability over the past decade and
a half, and their viability and potential value for use in various forms of weaponology, has increased as a
consequence of not only their sophistication capability but also their facility of being developed and
being employed operationally in many cases.
Due to their overt and common usage, neuro weapons have come onto the radar of those who
manage biological and Weapons Conventions.
Clip 07:31-7:43
Testing and deployment that would then render them operational under a range of circumstances and
conditions that has not escaped the auspices of many of the groups that are participatory in the
biological toxins and Weapons Convention.
When scientists, researchers and the military talk about neuro devices they are talking about enabling
devices. Think of this like a key to your body and mind and if it were possible even your very soul.
This is confirmed by their own words in which they say these devices are radically leveling. This is
another dimension to word leveling that societally means global fascism. In this case, radical leveling
removes you from being humanin many different levels from biologically to spiritually.
Clip 08:03-8:22
I think there are some interesting things that also need to be considered. The last two things we're
talking about were devices and data. I think when we're talking about devices, it's not just the devices
that are the neuro devices themselves, but are enabling devices, are their current technologies that can
be then radically leveling.

What is the End Goal of these neuroscientific tools and instruments? Mass disruption and immediate
destruction.
Clip 8:22-8:34
That could then allow the use of a variety of these different neuroscientific tools and techniques to then
be implemented, as either instruments of mass disruption and or perhaps as tools of intermediate to
mass destruction

Swarms of vehicles that I would propose to you are visible and invisible, biological and non-biological
have been prepared and are deploying to deliver neurological chemicals and neurological microbes to
the masses of humanity in a two-step process, make your sick, then kill you. Listen:
Clip 8:34-8:49
This case what we're looking at is the use of drones for example unmanned vehicles, aerial vehicles,
ground vehicles, aquatic vehicles to deliver payloads of various forms of neurological chemicals
neurological microbes whether those be bacteria and or viruses.
As a result of Precision Medicine and the COVID testing mandate, your blood is taken from your body
and is put into a Quantum computing database to be analyzed by artificial intelligence a variety of
neuro weapons have been formed against you individually and even large aggregates of people.
These will be deployed by swarms of drones and ‘other’ forms of unmanned vehicles.
Clip 08:50-9:04
Neurological toxins to a variety of different populations, that range from the individual to a fairly large
aggregate of individuals, utilizing multiple drones and or other forms of unmanned vehicles.
In this next clip, we will see the cat slowly coming out of the bag. Using gene editing techniques such
as CRISPR, a structure of various organisms are engineered, as if a new ‘creation’, which is indeed
what the Wuhan pathogen is, and more are coming our way from bioweapon facilities around the
world.
Clip 9:04-9:47
Again, this is not for the completely naïve, but someone with basic gene editing and or microbiological
skills and molecular biological skills could, in fact, utilize these techniques to modify an existing microbe,
an existing virus, perhaps even existing structures of various organisms, to create something that is
modified or perhaps anew.
More nefarious, these new entities are not covered under biological-toxin Weapons Conventions so
they can be used by large actors, small actors, independent actors. These actors are knowingly sidestepping known Conventions designing something new and/or modifying covered pathogens and
chemicals. In their own words:
Clip 9:47-10:06
And the problem we have, with that, is that those particular new entities, might not currently be
covered categorized by the applied biological toxin Weapons Convention. So here, we have the
opportunity to sidestep the scope and tenor of those conventions, by creating something new or
modifying that theretofore has not been listed.
Another enabling technology, nanotechnology allows penetration into your body or any biological
system where it can auto-assemble within you. Once it is assembled, it will work as your chaperone.
Think of this is an artificial intelligence networking entity who accompanies and looks after another
person or group of people. This entity has supernatural characteristics and magical qualities that are,
let us just say, not from the domain of earth. Listen attentively:

Clip 10:09-10:33
A look at some other enabling technologies, for example, nanotechnology, can be used to provide
scaffolds or micelles, that then allow the auto-assembly of molecules insight to allow their penetrance
into a biological system they can work as chaperones. As well, we can utilize these nanomaterials
independently, because of some of the characteristics that the nanomaterials possess, and some
characteristics that can be imbued upon them.
Once these nanoparticles enter your body, they automatically swarm they gather together, inside of
you which causes physiological and mental disruptions. What did we hear about with CV? Clotting
and masses in the lungs that did not respond to regular medical treatment, which in fact harmed if not
killed the patient. I would submit to you that these were some of the deployed neurotechnological
weapons due to their unique signature.
Clip 10:34-10:40
Auto-aggregation clumping disruption of these can have physiologically disruptive effects when then
introduced into a biological system.
I know that you have been waiting for heinous confirmation about geo-engineering, nanoparticles,
and other particulates deployed into our air. Here is your confirmation. They are weapons. They are
force multipliers, In military science, force multiplication or a force multiplier refers to a factor or a
combination of factors that gives personnel or weapons (or other hardware) the ability to accomplish
greater feats than without it. They are potentiators, to cause to be potent; make powerful.
10:45?-11:11
One of the more recent developments has demonstrated that these types of nanomaterials are
aerosolizeable, but we can spray them into the air now. Again, the aerosolizable at present is rather
limited in terms of its size and with regard to its durability and its distance. But these are simply steps
toward what may then be probabilities and newer possibilities of how nano might be used either alone
and/or in tandem with other things to either be force multipliers and potentiators or to be used as
weaponize abilities themselves.
Weaponized data and information are a part of this particular weaponry.
Clip 11:12-11:15?
Last, but certainly not least, is the idea of weaponized data and weaponized information.
Data is being used as a force multiplier to engage your brain and body in its own destruction.
Clip 11:35?-11:53
We have looked at how data might, in fact, be influential with regard to a force multiplication, not only
to engage, but the brain sciences are capable of doing, but also to engage the brain sciences in
weaponizing ways.
You have probably heard of brain mapping. This is a step or tool for artificial intelligence access, at
the global scale, all brains on the planet earth, bringing them into submission and domination.

Clip 11:53-12:18?
I would posit as a brain scientist myself, that much of the contemporary trajectory of what the brain
sciences are recently doing, and are intended to do, are aiming to be done the larger scale and very
innovative projects. For example, in imaging and brain mapping in trying to access the brain remotely
on a variety of scales to engage the brains functions on a variety of scales.
Big data is yoked with artificial intelligence needed to make real-time accessibility to your brain and
body and provided to policy makers on a silver platter to make their decisions.
Clip 12:18-12:31
All require big data, and big data that is then yoked to some form of decision technology, and or some
level of artificial intelligence, to be able to sensible eyes, those data assimilate, those data synthesize
them. and use them in a real-time accessible way now.
Scientists, researchers, and the military are not interested in proprietary data, hackability but just
after the force multiplier of the brain sciences.
Clip 12:33-12:56
Of course, we're concerned about things like custodianship the proprietary nature of data and access to
the data, and its relative hackability, and all of these represent real concerns. But more than that, I
think is the issue that to really force multiply the brain sciences or any area of bioscience and
technology.
Once your barriers have been breached by these neuro-cognitive weapons, everything, even your cells
and the information they carry must be yoked to artificial intelligence for real time acquisition,
assimilation, synthesis, use dispersal operations.
Such as the announcement this morning of a new chimeric virus named UFO.
These new viruses can produce previously undetected proteins by stealing genetic signals from their
hosts. The researchers label them as UFO (Upstream Frankenstein Open reading frame) proteins, as
they are encoded by stitching together (as in yoking) the host and viral sequences. These UFO proteins
can alter the course of viral infection and could be exploited for vaccine purposes. There was no
knowledge of the existence of these kinds of proteins prior to this study.

This image of a person going up was featured in the Bank of America End Times murals.

Clip 12:56-1305
Utilizing big data, you require cells of data, that then must be yoked, in other words, you have nodes
and edges in networks of data, that then allow this level of real-time acquisition, assimilation, synthesis,
use dispersal.
These fiends are not concerned about you as a defined ‘nod’, or cog in the wheel, only the system,
stackabilty, and hackability of those nodes in the system that might make them vulnerable. You are
expendable.
Clip 13:05
It is not so much the actual nodes themselves that we worry about with regard to their hackability, but
instead the networks, the edges of those nodes, that allow their interaction, a variety of scales and

levels and magnitudes, and those are the things that the stackability of those nodes within networks,
really gives rise to their relative hackability.
Your information is in a variety of ways in many ways that are malevolent and on occasion
benevolent:

Clip 13:26-13:47
And what we're worried about in this concern are a number of things number one that the more data I
have about an individual or groups of individuals the more information clearly I'm able to amass about
them and the more I can use that information in a variety of ways in many ways that are benevolent
certainly, but also in ways, that may be malevolent.
Listen to how your personal information is yoked to make you a Targeted Individual Victim:
Clip 13:48-14:18
In other words, the more I know about you, the more I know where your relative strengths capabilities
weaknesses and flaws lie, and the more I can target those things in ways that are specific to you that can
be across a range of dimensions. It could be your biology, it could be things that have to do with your
psychology, it can have to be things with your social engagements, or even something that has to do
with your economics, so what I'm able to do is vulnerablize you, by virtue of the amount of information
I'm able to put together about you and then yoke that to other information
There is no hiding today with our current system. What you need to do is to begin reducing your
kinetic action. Take a page out of the Invisible Man’s playbook. Now is the time.
Clip 14:18?-1438
I can track you in real time based upon your various movements and the various kinetics that come out
of your social media, cellphone, and how you're using for example credit cards, in a variety of different
locations, your geographies.
Just how far will this disruption and destruction go if you oppose the agenda and system that is
assembling before your eyes. Just say, nobody in your sphere is safe from family members to
acquaintances.
Clip 14:38-1443
I can link you to others in your social chain, and each one of those then becomes a viable Nexus, to
which I can then vector some influential effect, disruptively or destructively.
What is more up close and personal than a Weapon of Mass Destruction (WMD)? Precision
Pathologies that were developed by you submitting your blood to AI through Precision Medicine and
COVID testing. Listen to what Dr. Evil is saying:
Clip 14:43-1511

If we take that down to the biological level, the more I know about you biologically in terms of your
genome and your genetics, and particular aspects of your phenotype, the more I may be able to develop
precision pathologies that can affect you specifically in ways, that are unique and peculiar to you. I can
do that in a very up-close and personal way to disrupt a variety of your physiological processes and
therefore create relative devastation disruption and destruction.
How will you survive once the complete vastness of your data has been corrupted? Is your data what
defines you?
Clip 1511-15:39
Perhaps of the things that you are, and the things that you do, but I can go beyond that, as well. I can
corrupt individual's data by inserting information very low-level. Minute information that changes the
entire tenor of the information about them in other words the information that exists about you,
defines if you will your online presence, it defines your cyber presence your cyber identity, it is your
cyber fingerprint footprint retinal print.
Right now, certain operations are messing with your records and footprint. This tweaking may be so
small that it is not discernable or perceptible. This is character assassination and will ultimately result
in influencing just how much, or if at all you can operate within society. Sobering yet, it is scalable
from the cellular level to societal.
Clip 15:41-16:29
By altering those data in some way, by inserting things or omitting things from your medical record,
particularly things that are a bit obtuse or a bit amorphous. What I may be able to do is to insert or
remove certain things that are crucial to the way you are regarded and the way you are treated. I can for
example, put into your medical record that you have a familial history of psychiatric disease or that you
particularly have some underlying biological condition that may require treatment or that may negate
our treatment. As a consequence, the way you are not only regarded medically, publicly, politically,
legally, and economically. The way you are engaged, in the nature of your engagements, can be
affected on a variety of scales literally from the cellular all the way to the social.
The bottom line is viable Weaponry of Things that induces scalar effects that first cause disruption and
ripple outwards to the destruction of humanity and biological systems, if these visionaries have their
way.
Clip 1629We are talking about the viable weaponology of things in neuro or any really area of bio science in tech
but we're worried about is those scalar effects that are both disruptive and ultimately by virtue of
ripple destructive
There is more streaming out of the bowels of technology so stay alert and aware!

